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a clue to the .intimate reasons of his passion. I learned
from him that his marriage was a failure, and that nothing
bound him to his home. -Also he seemed more or less
disgusted with his'professional work. It occurred to me that
his uncanny passion for the mountains must mean an avenue
of release from an existence that had become intolerable
to him. Accordingly I interpreted his dream as 'follows:—
Since he still clung to life in spite of his contrary desire,
the ascent of the mountain was at first laborious. But the
more he gave himself up to his passion, the more it lured him
on and lent wings to his feet. Finally, it lured him completely
out of himself, he lost all sense of bodily weight and climbed
higher even than the mountain, out into empty space.
Obviously this meant death in the mountains.
After a silence he said suddenly, " Well, we have- talked
about all sorts of other things now. You were going to
interpret my dream. What do you think of it ? " I told
him quite frankly what I thought; namely, that he was seeking
death in the mountains, and that with such an attitude he
ran a great danger of actually finding death.
He replied, laughing, " But that is absurd—on the con-
trary, I am. seeking my health in the mountains.1'
Vainly I tried to "make him see the seriousness of the case.
Half a year later in a descent from a very dangerous peak,
he literally did walk off into space. He fell upon a companion
standing' on a ledge below him, and both fell off and wer$
killed,	• '
From this dream we can observe a general function of
the dream. It reflects certain vital fundamental tendencies
of the personality, either those whose meaning extends over
the whole life, or those that are momentarily of most
importance. The dream gives an objective statement of
these tendencies, a statement which does not trouble itself
about conscious wishes and 'convictions. After hearing this
dream, you will, I think, agree with me that the consideration
of a dream can under certain circumstances, be of inestimable

